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IDMA Ghana is simply the finest event organizing consultant
firm in Accra City, offering unique event planning and concierge
solutions to businesses and individuals. We specialize in corporate,
special occasions, and night life event planning for groups of all
sizes in Accra and beyond, eliminating all the stress related to
organizing any type of social or corporate functions.

We can also manage your personal and social life through our
superior Concierge services, allowing you to have more time for the 
things you love doing best. IDMA Ghana provides entertainment for 
the real people who love to have fun in Accra, the out of towners, 
and corporate Africa. We will streamline your social life so you don’t
have to.

Just tell us what you want to do, see, eat and experience, and we will
tailor a day, night, week or weekend for your individual needs.

Let IDMA Ghana take care of you!

Warm Regards,

Adoboe Asiome
Founder
IDMA Ghana
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We provide

Concept Development: Developing an image for each event
based on the occasion

Goal Guidance: Maximizing the event goals

Branding: Creation of signature products to b given to all
Attendees

Attendee management and Transportation: Managing the flow
of guests attending the event

Entertainment: Building an event program to provide the 
appropriate tone and ambiance desired

Venue Booking: Selection of local based on theme, size 
and state of the event

Design and Decoration: Project the event’s image to make 
an impact

Audio/Visual: Providing essential connectivity and
presentation capabilities

Catering: Selection of established catering companies that
meet our exceptional standards through quality and 
presentation

Corporate Events
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IDMA group of companies Ghana 
#1 Kpeteplenbi Road, Dzorwulu

Accra - Ghana.
Tel.: 0263 999 961
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